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It’s not only about what you eat. It’s also about what you DRINK!Unfortunately, most people rely
on artificial drinks and sodas filled with sugar and many toxic additives that lead to weight gain
and, very often, low energy.It’s time to take control of your lifestyle, and focus on natural, alkaline-
rich drinks.Alkaline drinks are nutrient-rich elixirs designed to help you boost your
wellbeing.Naturally low in sugar, lactose-free, vegan-friendly, and gluten-free. Nourishing and
refreshing!Full of vitamins and alkaline minerals to help you thrive!The good news? You don’t
need any fancy superfoods as most of the ingredients can be easily found in your local grocery
store.The recipes, guidelines and instructions are easy to follow, even for a total beginner.With
Alkaline Drinks You Can Finally:Rejuvenate your body and mind to enjoy abundant energy
(without relying on caffeine, sugar and other unhealthy stimulants)Stop craving sugar and
processed foods that are preventing you from losing weight and achieving the vitality of your
dreamsStrengthen your immune system naturallyHere's what you will discover inside:The
common-sense approach to the alkaline diet and why it’s NOT about raising your pHShopping
lists + food lists to help you get started right awayHow to add more alkaline foods and drinks to
your diet without worrying about being too perfectNo nutritional dogmas. No preaching. No
bashing. No diet cults. No calorie counting.Just a simple-to-follow holistic system you can use to
take your energy and health to the next level, even on a busy schedule.Take positive action
today and give your body what it needs to thrive!Scroll up the page and click on the buy button
now.
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ALKALINE DRINKSOriginal Alkaline Smoothie, Juice, and Tea Recipes to Help You Enjoy
Balance, Energy, and VitalityBy Marta TuchowskaCopyright ©Marta Tuchowska 2015, 2019All
rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, without the prior written permission of the author and the publishers.The scanning,
uploading, and distribution of this book via the Internet, or via any other means, without the
permission of the author is illegal and punishable by law. Please purchase only authorized
electronic editions, and do not participate in or encourage electronic piracy of copyrighted
materials.All information in this book has been carefully researched and checked for factual
accuracy. However, the author and publishers make no warranty, expressed or implied, that the
information contained herein is appropriate for every individual, situation or purpose, and
assume no responsibility for errors or omission. The reader assumes the risk and full
responsibility for all actions, and the author will not be held liable for any loss or damage,
whether consequential, incidental, and special or otherwise, that may result from the information
presented in this publication.All cooking is an experiment in a sense, and many people come to
the same or similar recipe over time. All recipes in this book have been derived from author’s
personal experience. Should any bear a close resemblance to those used elsewhere, that is
purely coincidental.IMPORTANTThe book is not intended to provide medical advice or to take
the place of medical advice and treatment from your personal physician. Readers are advised to
consult their own doctors or other qualified health professionals regarding the treatment of
specific medical conditions. The author shall not be held liable or responsible for any
misunderstanding or misuse of the information contained in this book. The information is not
intended to diagnose, treat or cure any disease.It is important to remember that the author of this
book is not a doctor/ medical professional. Only opinions based upon her own personal
experiences or research are cited. THE AUTHOR DOES NOT OFFER MEDICAL ADVICE or
prescribe any treatments. For any health or medical issues – you should be talking to your doctor
first.Alkaline Drinks is a simple, motivational, lifestyle-recipe guide written to help you live a
healthier, happier lifestyle by enriching your diet and life with fresh fruits, vegetables, clean food
diet and a positive mindset.However, the information contained within this guide should not be
used as a substitute for a consultation with a professional health care provider /doctor, and
should never be interpreted as a replacement of a medical
treatment.ContentsIntroductionAlkaline Diet- The Most Common QuestionsDo I Have to Give up
My Favorite Foods Forever?Alkaline Shopping ListJuices or Smoothies?Part 1 Alkaline
JuicesThe Green Bomb JuiceVeggie Blast with a TwistLemon and Beet Easy DrinkFennel Magic
Alka-JuiceKelp and Garlic AlkalyzerCantaloupe Grapefruit MixPart 2 Alkaline SmoothiesApple
and Avocado Satisfying SmoothieSimple Endive Energy DrinkPomegranate Mint
SmoothieGrapefruit and Lemon SmoothieSimple Green SmoothieQuinoa Protein



SmoothieGinger Green SmoothiePart 3 Alkaline Teas and InfusionsRecipe
PreparationPrecautionsWater to Use in the RecipesPepper Mint Tea SurpriseChamomile Tea
with ParsleyAyurvedic Alkaline Healing TeaLemon and Ginger All Day Energy
TonicConclusionMore Books Written by MartaAbout MartaIntroductionDear Reader,Thank you
so much for taking an interest in my book!The purpose of this book is to share with you just how
easy it is to keep yourself nicely energized with the aid of alkaline drinks, smoothies and juices.
There is no need to drink gallons of coffee or energy drinks. These only make your body more
acidic, therefore even more tired and prone to all kinds of illnesses.One of the biggest
challenges that people of the 21st century are facing is low energy levels.This comes as an
unpleasant package - one negative condition or reaction leads to another, into a cycle of
negativity and unhealthiness in the mind and body. This can include weight gain, lack of focus,
irritability, headaches, insomnia, and more.So how did I discover the world of Alkaline Drinks?I
am a holistic wellness author & coach fascinated with the Alkaline Diet.I inspire personal and
professional transformations through a holistic lifestyle. Originally, I worked as a massage
therapist. Many of my clients would ask me about diets and what they can specifically eat to feel
more energized on a daily basis. This is how I got started on wellness coaching.A healthy
lifestyle will lead to a happier and better life. Even if you have a lucrative career, but you find it
hard to crawl out of bed every morning, how can you enjoy your life? If you have little energy and
feel unhealthy, you will not feel as motivated to socialize and start new relationships. Pursuing
new careers or travels, and running a business seems like something impossible. Health is
wealth and wealth is health. More importantly, health is LIFE. A life you can live to the fullest.Start
right here and right now. You deserve it. You deserve to be in charge. Think as an investor, not a
consumer. On a daily basis, you will need to make simple, healthy choices. As an investor, you
select what suits you and your overall health, and you will reap the rewards for years to come.
This is a general health and wellness message that I try to convey through all my books.The
good news? You don’t have to be perfect. It’s not about perfection, guilt-trips or torturing yourself
with fad diets or unrealistic cleanses. It’s all about adding. Adding what? Adding more natural,
alkaline foods and drinks into your diet. The book you are reading right now will help you with
simple yet effective recipes and tips. You are in good hands!Health forms part of personal
development and this is a never-ending journey, but I am committed to it, and since you are
reading this book, I am 100% sure that you will be committed to it as well. See it as a journey and
try to do the best you can, but at the same time, don’t follow perfection.This morning was pretty
rainy and cold. My first temptation was to crawl out of bed and to indulge in coffee or super
strong black tea. Oh and some sugar. There was an internal struggle in my mind!Instead, I
CHOSE to take my energy levels into consideration. Truthfully, I felt a bit tired, and my week has
been hectic. I have been working really long hours on my projects, and working out every day as
well. I had to take care of the house (my partner broke his hand) and I was also helping a friend
move houses. To add even more to the chaos, I was also coaching clients. What a busy agenda!
Here’s how I worked through this conundrum. I knew that if I went for this cup of coffee (which is



not a bad thing if you enjoy it occasionally, as a treat) I would get an energy crash after a few
hours and feel even more tired in the afternoon. As a result, I’d probably skip the gym. You see,
these things have happened in the past, so I was familiar with what the results would be.
Despite this struggle, I took my own advice.I first hydrated myself with a few glasses of filtered
water with lemon juice (lemons are actually alkaline-forming, more on that later), then I stretched
my body, breathed and finally decided on a massive alkaline green smoothie followed by a
healthy, balanced breakfast (I don’t live entirely on smoothies and I don’t recommend you do, it’s
all about balance). I felt like my optimal energy levels were back. I was focused, working, and
happy. I call this being “fully on track” and enjoying it.There are going to be plenty of battles when
your emotions will be telling you to do something you know is not healthy, and you will probably
succumb to those temptations more than a few times. Just remember, failure also leads to
success. It’s up to you if you want to use the results of your battles – both wins and losses - as an
asset and learn something from them.If you are healthy and balanced, you can still enjoy an
occasional glass of wine or a cup of coffee or tea (make sure it’s organic, fair trade). Should you
choose a cup of coffee, add some almond milk to keep it more alkaline, as coffee is
acidic.However, this should be a treat that you choose, not a habit… You are in control of your
health; don’t let unhealthy choices control you.In my experience, the healthier and more alkaline
you go, the less temptations you will experience. A body that is well-fed with nutrients its needs
to maintain its pH almost effortlessly that does not lack nutrients feels at peace.Thus, it does not
bother you when your mind screams, “I am hungry! Get a take away kebab or pizza!,” or, “I need
more energy. Get me a big creamy coffee.” If your body is not balanced, it lacks energy and
nutrients. This leads to cravings for more sugar, caffeine, processed foods, you name it!If you
take care of your nutrition and lifestyle in a holistic way, you will not have as many of these
craving and you will be able to say, “no” to those poor choices. The good news? You don’t have
to aim for 100% perfection. 70-80% will do.This book is designed as an Alkaline Wellness Guide
for those who are interested in:the alkaline dietnaturopathycommencing the journey towards a
healthy lifestylewellness and fitnessincreasing their energy levels to restore balance and zest for
lifesmoothies and juicesherbs and herbal teasI also invite those who are following:A gluten free
dietA vegan/ vegetarian dietThe Paleo dietA simple, “mixed” Clean Food diet and other
nutritional lifestyles.The teachings in this book will be compatible with your nutritional choices
and patterns (including dairy free and gluten free).I understand that there are many nutritional
ways and beliefs, but the most important thing is to find what works for you. I found my wellness
success in the Alkaline Diet and Lifestyle. Now, my mission is to share my journey with you. This
is why I feel so passionate about sharing my recipes, tips and personal experiences to help you
create a healthier version of yourself with the Alkaline Lifestyle.Take what you like from this book
and reject the rest. I am not telling you what to do - I am telling you what I do.My belief is that
everyone can benefit from adding more alkaline foods and drinks to their everyday routine. This
is something that can be combined with your other diets and nutritional patterns.“There is only
one disease - the constant over-acidification of the body.” – Dr. Robert O.



YoungIMPORTANT:This is not a diet plan or a detailed detox program. I believe that these need
to be designed specifically for each person.The balanced Alkaline Diet uses the “80/20 Rule”. It
means that you should stick to 80% of alkaline foods and 20% acidic foods (the food must be
unprocessed). If you are already healthy and balanced, you can occasionally make it 70%
alkaline and 30% acidic.Alkaline smoothies made of organic alkaline fruit (containing less sugar)
and vegetables are the best and the fastest way to get on a healthy track and as a result you can
also lose weight naturally. It’s all about helping your body maintain your optimal pH level. There is
no calorie counting on the Alkaline Diet (thankfully!) and supplements are optional.The Alkaline
Diet has recently gotten popular thanks to the “new biology” research of Doctor Robert O. Young
(I highly recommend you check out his books). Additionally, celebrities and actors including
Victoria Beckham and celebrity public speakers like Tony Robbins follow the Alkaline Diet.
However, it has been around for decades! It could be easily re-branded to a “Common-Sense
Diet” and you are just about to find out why. One more thing- this is not some “pseudoscience” as
some skeptics might think. I will also tell you why.Naturopathy is very popular in Spain,
especially in Barcelona where I happen to spend lots of time, because of my partner.There are
plenty of schools, naturopathy centers and famous naturopathic doctors. It’s thanks to this
amazing city that I decided to study natural therapies (thanks Spain!).My research led me back
to the 70s, where many local alternative health practitioners recommended alkaline juice and
other alkaline drinks including smoothies made of veggies and fruits low in sugar to treat various
conditions of the digestive track as well as skin problems, impotence and even anxiety.I have
read and researched in Polish and German and again I bumped into the same naturopathic
formulas, using the ingredients that we will be using in this book. They did not always call it the
Alkaline Diet back then, but they knew that certain foods can increase or decrease our energy
levels.I suppose that you are reading this book as you have been neglecting your diet for a long
time and your body really needs huge amounts of alkalinity.Maybe you spent the last weekend
partying at your best friend’s wedding and your body still feels a bit “not there”. Maybe you went
on vacation and indulged in foods that were unhealthy.Maybe you were visiting family or friends
who have a more “traditional” (meat and potatoes) view of nutrition and you stuffed yourself with
all kinds of meats, plenty of desserts and possibly processed foods. Maybe you had a really
stressful week at work, and now it’s your weekend or time off and you want to create more health
and want to heal from the inside out with a myriad of alkaline smoothies?Or maybe you are a
health nut and are always looking for more solutions and recipes? No matter which category you
belong to, I welcome you all. This is going to be a really exciting journey.The Alkaline Diet- The
Common-Sense ApproachThe alkaline diet is a lifestyle that encourages you to give your body
the nourishment it needs so that it can work for you at its optimal levels without feeling too
exhausted or too acidic. Too much acidity in the body is leading to depression, sickness, and
obesity.Dr. Robert O' Young, Director of Research at the pH Miracle Living Center, says that your
fat may be protecting your very life against the acidity in your body. He goes on to make this bold
statement.“There is only one disease: The Constant Acidification of the Body.”What this means



is that every disease, including excess weight, is because of a body that is too acidic. These
things can make your body too acidic: processed foods, sugar, foods containing gluten and
yeast, too much meat and animal products, stress, alcohol, tobacco, drugs, caffeine, and
pollution.Important note for beginners: When I say “acidic” or “acid-forming”, I don’t refer to foods
that taste acidic. It’s all about the effect that foods have in the body after they have been
digested, not before.While I am not saying that the alkaline diet is a magical cure for everything,
it certainly gives us natural healing tools. . I am not talking about overpriced superfoods from
overseas that are difficult to find and to pronounce. The simplest methods are always the best
and you will be surprised by how healthy you will feel by adding more everyday healing, alkaline
foods in form of alkaline drinks into your diet (even if you don’t follow a strict alkaline diet - there
is no reason to go to the extreme - balance is the key to success).If you attend the root cause of
the problem, by implementing a lifestyle rich in alkaline forming foods, it will naturally take care of
what plagues you.Here are a few simple guidelines that will help you transition towards a
healthy, alkaline lifestyle. These are compatible with different nutritional lifestyles (Paleo, Gluten
Free, Vegetarian, Vegan) and it’s totally up to you what you choose to focus on:1) Eliminate
processed foods from your diet and say “no” to colas and sodas - there are so many additives
and preservatives in these foods. They have been known to create hormone imbalances, make
you tired, and add to acidity in your body. It’s just not natural for humans to consume those
conveniently processed foods. The label may even say “low in calories or low in fat”- it will not
help you in your long term weight loss or health efforts. In order to start losing weight naturally,
your body needs foods that are jam-packed with nutrients. Real foods. Living foods. This, in turn,
will help your body maintain its optimal pH (7.365) almost effortlessly.2) Add more raw foods
into your diet- especially lots of vegetables and leafy greens as well as fruits that are naturally
low in sugar (for example, limes, lemons, grapefruits, avocados, tomatoes, and pomegranates
are alkaline forming fruits).3) Reduce animal products – when and if you decide to consume
them, make sure you choose organic meats and eggs, fresh fish, and always serve it with plenty
of alkaline foods (for example salad or vegetables). Vegetables should comprise about 3
quarters of your plate.4) Drink plenty of clean, filtered water, preferably alkaline water or fruit-
infused water.5) Add more vegetable juices into your diet- these are a great way to give your
body more nutrients and alkalinity that will result in more energy, less inflammation and, if
desired- natural weight loss. Vegetable juices are the best shots of health!6) Reduce/eliminate
processed grains, “crappy carbs” as well as yeast (very acid-forming). Personally, I recommend
quinoa instead (it’s naturally gluten-free), amaranth (very nutritious), brown rice, or soba noodles
(it’s made from buckwheat and naturally gluten-free). You can also use gluten-free wraps or
make your own bread (there are so many vegan and paleo bread recipes out there, you can pick
and choose).7) Reduce/eliminate caffeine- trust me - it will only make you feel sick and tired in
the long run, and can even lead to adrenal exhaustion (not the best condition to end up in - I
have been there). It may seem a bit drastic at first, and yes, I know what you’re thinking- there
are so many articles out there praising benefits of caffeine and coffee.Yes, I am sure there are,



as many people build their business around coffee. This is why there must be something out
there that promotes it. At the same time, I agree that everything is good for you in moderation. As
long as you have a healthy foundation, you can have coffee as a treat (I do drink coffee
occasionally). There is no reason to be too strict on yourself. But…don’t rely on caffeine as your
main source of energy. Green tea may be helpful too as a transition, but green tea is not caffeine-
free either so don’t overdo it.On the other side of spectrum - green tea is rich in antioxidants and
a great part of a balanced diet, so it’s not that you have to get paranoid about all kinds of
caffeine. Moderation is the key. Try to observe your body.Personally, I have noticed that quitting
my coffee habits (I used to have 2-3 coffees a day) and replacing coffee with natural herbal teas
and infusions have really made my energy levels skyrocket. Now I sleep better, and I get up
feeling nice and fresh.I don’t need caffeine to keep me awake. I no longer suffer from tension
headaches and I feel calmer. Yes, I do have a cup of coffee as a treat sometimes, usually when I
meet with a friend, but I no longer depend on it. I choose it; it doesn’t choose me. Think about
this and how you can apply this simple tip to your life to achieve total wellbeing. Coffee and
caffeine in general is extremely acid-forming.8) Replace cow’s milk with almond milk, coconut
milk or any other vegan milk (for example quinoa milk) that works well for you. Cow’s milk is
extremely acid forming and personally, I don’t think it makes sense for humans to drink milk that
is naturally designed for fattening baby calves not humans. Actually, quitting dairy was one of the
best things I have done for myself. I have noticed that even very little milk would cause digestive
problems and it was really easy to fix-I quit drinking milk. This is what all vegans and paleo diet
followers say - dairy-free lifestyle is amazing!9) Don’t fear good fats- coconut oil, olive oil,
avocado oil etc. are good for you and should replace processed margarines, and artery-clogging
trans-fats.Also…Use stevia instead of processed sugar (stevia is sweet but sugar-free) and
Himalayan salt instead of regular salt (Himalayan salt contain some amounts of calcium, iron,
potassium and magnesium plus it also contains lower amounts of sodium than regular salt.)Add
more spices and herbs into your diet- not only do they make your dishes taste amazing but they
also have anti-inflammatory properties and help you detoxify (cilantro, turmeric, and cinnamon
are miraculous).As you can see, the alkaline diet is a pretty common-sense clean diet. Nothing
is exaggerated. Nothing is too strict. Nothing is too faddish. Eat more living foods and avoid
processed foods. Try to eat more vegan/vegetarian (even if you are not 100% vegan).Add
regular relaxation techniques to the alkaline diet (including yoga, meditation), time spent in
nature, adequate sleep and physical activity (we need to sweat out those toxins) and you have a
prescription for health. It’s strange to me that there are so many people putting the alkaline diet
down, however, the general guidelines I have mentioned above are common sense for a healthy
lifestyle and I am sure your doctor would agree with it (more natural foods, less process crap,
more relaxation, less stress).This is the gist of the alkaline diet lifestyle. This is what will make
you feel nice and rejuvenated and achieve your ideal weight. The problem is that some people
are not willing to take those small common-sense steps and are looking for a “secret formula”
something that will magically help them with no effort at all. I am not judging- I have been guilty



of it as well. We all have!I always say that I am very open-minded when it comes to different
diets. I never claim that what I do is the only path to wellness and health. I prefer to provide you
with information and inspiration so that you can create your own way and choose what works for
you.Everyone is different. What I teach is based on the alkaline way of living I learned from
Doctor Young. However, my alkaline diet may be a bit different than yours and we can still be
doing it the right way.You need to learn to listen to your body and be good on yourself.Alkaline
Diet Crash Course- Understand the BasicsThe pH of most of our important cellular and other
fluids (like blood) is actually designed to be at pH of 7.365 (slightly alkaline).The body has an
intricate system in place to always maintain that healthy, slightly alkaline pH level – no matter
what you eat. This is an argument that many alkaline diet skeptics use and I get it. It’s 100%
true.This is not the goal of the alkaline diet. We just can’t make our blood’s pH more alkaline or
“higher.” Our body tries to work really hard for us to help us maintain our ideal pH (7.365). We
can’t have a pH of 8 or 10. If we did we would be dead. The alkaline diet is not about magically
raising your pH. It’s about helping your body do the hard work of maintaining and re-balancing
your pH for you.The entire focus of the alkaline diet is to give your body the nourishment and
healing tools it needs to MAINTAIN that optimal 7.365 pH almost effortlessly.And again, skeptics
say: “It doesn’t matter what you eat, the alkaline diet is pseudoscience”. Really? Then try to live
on processed foods, colas, sodas, alcohol and stress. Let me know how it goes in 5 years from
now. Also, ask your doctor what is better:An acidic-lifestyle (I am not talking about lemons or
tomatoes, these are actually alkaline-forming fruits), which means the following: processed
foods, stress, sedentary lifestyle, alcohol, tobacco, negative thinking, and as many unhealthy
foods as you can think of. It doesn’t matter what you eat, right?An alkaline lifestyle- clean diet,
real foods, relaxation, fresh air, positive thinking (you can be a positive realist), positive personal
development, clean water, physical activity and some occasional cheats and treats (it’s not that
you have to live on salads and smoothies and be perfect).I am sure your doctor would
recommend option number 2. It’s just common-sense.What happens if I don’t eat more alkaline?
Let me repeat:The body is really smart and it has an intricate system in place to maintain that
healthy, slightly alkaline pH level. In other words- our body tries to work really hard for us to help
us maintain our ideal pH (7.365).But…if you don’t take care of it, it will rebel. The alkaline diet is
not about magically raising your pH with some faddish supplements (there are quite a few of
them on the market and some of them do promise instant cures and actually are the so-called
“pseudoscience” and so I understand some alkaline critics here). It’s about helping your body do
the hard work of maintaining and re-balancing your pH for you. This is what I mean by saying “re-
balance your pH levels”. You help your body take care of the rest.If we fail to do so and we don’t
care about what we eat, we torture our body with an incredible stress! Yes- when the body has to
constantly work overtime to detoxify all the cells and maintain our pH it finally succumbs to
disease.Let me just name a few cases of what can happen if we constantly eat an acidic diet
(also called SAD - Standard American Diet) that is not supporting our body at all. Our body ends
up sick and tired of working overtime and may manifest one or more of the following conditions:-



constant inflammation-immune and hormone imbalance-lack of energy, mental fog-yeast and
candida overgrowth-digestive damage-weakened bones (our body is forced to pull minerals like
magnesium and calcium from our bones in order to maintain alkaline balance it needs for
constant healing processes).In summary, eating more alkaline foods helps support our body so
that it can work for us at optimal levels while eating more acidic food doesn’t help at all. The
alkaline diet is not about magically raising our pH but helping our body rebalance itself by
supporting its natural healing functions.ALKALINE DRINKSOriginal Alkaline Smoothie, Juice,
and Tea Recipes to Help You Enjoy Balance, Energy, and VitalityBy Marta TuchowskaCopyright
©Marta Tuchowska 2015, 2019ALKALINE DRINKSOriginal Alkaline Smoothie, Juice, and Tea
Recipes to Help You Enjoy Balance, Energy, and VitalityBy Marta TuchowskaCopyright ©Marta
Tuchowska 2015, 2019All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored
in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the author and the
publishers.The scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book via the Internet, or via any
other means, without the permission of the author is illegal and punishable by law. Please
purchase only authorized electronic editions, and do not participate in or encourage electronic
piracy of copyrighted materials.All information in this book has been carefully researched and
checked for factual accuracy. However, the author and publishers make no warranty, expressed
or implied, that the information contained herein is appropriate for every individual, situation or
purpose, and assume no responsibility for errors or omission. The reader assumes the risk and
full responsibility for all actions, and the author will not be held liable for any loss or damage,
whether consequential, incidental, and special or otherwise, that may result from the information
presented in this publication.All cooking is an experiment in a sense, and many people come to
the same or similar recipe over time. All recipes in this book have been derived from author’s
personal experience. Should any bear a close resemblance to those used elsewhere, that is
purely coincidental.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of the author and the
publishers.The scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book via the Internet, or via any
other means, without the permission of the author is illegal and punishable by law. Please
purchase only authorized electronic editions, and do not participate in or encourage electronic
piracy of copyrighted materials.All information in this book has been carefully researched and
checked for factual accuracy. However, the author and publishers make no warranty, expressed
or implied, that the information contained herein is appropriate for every individual, situation or
purpose, and assume no responsibility for errors or omission. The reader assumes the risk and
full responsibility for all actions, and the author will not be held liable for any loss or damage,
whether consequential, incidental, and special or otherwise, that may result from the information
presented in this publication.All cooking is an experiment in a sense, and many people come to
the same or similar recipe over time. All recipes in this book have been derived from author’s



personal experience. Should any bear a close resemblance to those used elsewhere, that is
purely coincidental.IMPORTANTThe book is not intended to provide medical advice or to take
the place of medical advice and treatment from your personal physician. Readers are advised to
consult their own doctors or other qualified health professionals regarding the treatment of
specific medical conditions. The author shall not be held liable or responsible for any
misunderstanding or misuse of the information contained in this book. The information is not
intended to diagnose, treat or cure any disease.It is important to remember that the author of this
book is not a doctor/ medical professional. Only opinions based upon her own personal
experiences or research are cited. THE AUTHOR DOES NOT OFFER MEDICAL ADVICE or
prescribe any treatments. For any health or medical issues – you should be talking to your doctor
first.Alkaline Drinks is a simple, motivational, lifestyle-recipe guide written to help you live a
healthier, happier lifestyle by enriching your diet and life with fresh fruits, vegetables, clean food
diet and a positive mindset.However, the information contained within this guide should not be
used as a substitute for a consultation with a professional health care provider /doctor, and
should never be interpreted as a replacement of a medical treatment.IMPORTANTThe book is
not intended to provide medical advice or to take the place of medical advice and treatment from
your personal physician. Readers are advised to consult their own doctors or other qualified
health professionals regarding the treatment of specific medical conditions. The author shall not
be held liable or responsible for any misunderstanding or misuse of the information contained in
this book. The information is not intended to diagnose, treat or cure any disease.It is important to
remember that the author of this book is not a doctor/ medical professional. Only opinions based
upon her own personal experiences or research are cited. THE AUTHOR DOES NOT OFFER
MEDICAL ADVICE or prescribe any treatments. For any health or medical issues – you should
be talking to your doctor first.Alkaline Drinks is a simple, motivational, lifestyle-recipe guide
written to help you live a healthier, happier lifestyle by enriching your diet and life with fresh fruits,
vegetables, clean food diet and a positive mindset.However, the information contained within
this guide should not be used as a substitute for a consultation with a professional health care
provider /doctor, and should never be interpreted as a replacement of a medical
treatment.ContentsIntroductionAlkaline Diet- The Most Common QuestionsDo I Have to Give up
My Favorite Foods Forever?Alkaline Shopping ListJuices or Smoothies?Part 1 Alkaline
JuicesThe Green Bomb JuiceVeggie Blast with a TwistLemon and Beet Easy DrinkFennel Magic
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and Avocado Satisfying SmoothieSimple Endive Energy DrinkPomegranate Mint
SmoothieGrapefruit and Lemon SmoothieSimple Green SmoothieQuinoa Protein
SmoothieGinger Green SmoothiePart 3 Alkaline Teas and InfusionsRecipe
PreparationPrecautionsWater to Use in the RecipesPepper Mint Tea SurpriseChamomile Tea
with ParsleyAyurvedic Alkaline Healing TeaLemon and Ginger All Day Energy
TonicConclusionMore Books Written by MartaAbout MartaContentsIntroductionAlkaline Diet-
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Shopping ListJuices or Smoothies?Part 1 Alkaline JuicesThe Green Bomb JuiceVeggie Blast
with a TwistLemon and Beet Easy DrinkFennel Magic Alka-JuiceKelp and Garlic
AlkalyzerCantaloupe Grapefruit MixPart 2 Alkaline SmoothiesApple and Avocado Satisfying
SmoothieSimple Endive Energy DrinkPomegranate Mint SmoothieGrapefruit and Lemon
SmoothieSimple Green SmoothieQuinoa Protein SmoothieGinger Green SmoothiePart 3
Alkaline Teas and InfusionsRecipe PreparationPrecautionsWater to Use in the RecipesPepper
Mint Tea SurpriseChamomile Tea with ParsleyAyurvedic Alkaline Healing TeaLemon and Ginger
All Day Energy TonicConclusionMore Books Written by MartaAbout MartaIntroductionDear
Reader,Thank you so much for taking an interest in my book!The purpose of this book is to
share with you just how easy it is to keep yourself nicely energized with the aid of alkaline drinks,
smoothies and juices. There is no need to drink gallons of coffee or energy drinks. These only
make your body more acidic, therefore even more tired and prone to all kinds of illnesses.One of
the biggest challenges that people of the 21st century are facing is low energy levels.This
comes as an unpleasant package - one negative condition or reaction leads to another, into a
cycle of negativity and unhealthiness in the mind and body. This can include weight gain, lack of
focus, irritability, headaches, insomnia, and more.So how did I discover the world of Alkaline
Drinks?I am a holistic wellness author & coach fascinated with the Alkaline Diet.I inspire
personal and professional transformations through a holistic lifestyle. Originally, I worked as a
massage therapist. Many of my clients would ask me about diets and what they can specifically
eat to feel more energized on a daily basis. This is how I got started on wellness coaching.A
healthy lifestyle will lead to a happier and better life. Even if you have a lucrative career, but you
find it hard to crawl out of bed every morning, how can you enjoy your life? If you have little
energy and feel unhealthy, you will not feel as motivated to socialize and start new relationships.
Pursuing new careers or travels, and running a business seems like something impossible.
Health is wealth and wealth is health. More importantly, health is LIFE. A life you can live to the
fullest.Start right here and right now. You deserve it. You deserve to be in charge. Think as an
investor, not a consumer. On a daily basis, you will need to make simple, healthy choices. As an
investor, you select what suits you and your overall health, and you will reap the rewards for
years to come. This is a general health and wellness message that I try to convey through all my
books.The good news? You don’t have to be perfect. It’s not about perfection, guilt-trips or
torturing yourself with fad diets or unrealistic cleanses. It’s all about adding. Adding what?
Adding more natural, alkaline foods and drinks into your diet. The book you are reading right now
will help you with simple yet effective recipes and tips. You are in good hands!Health forms part
of personal development and this is a never-ending journey, but I am committed to it, and since
you are reading this book, I am 100% sure that you will be committed to it as well. See it as a
journey and try to do the best you can, but at the same time, don’t follow perfection.This morning
was pretty rainy and cold. My first temptation was to crawl out of bed and to indulge in coffee or
super strong black tea. Oh and some sugar. There was an internal struggle in my mind!Instead, I
CHOSE to take my energy levels into consideration. Truthfully, I felt a bit tired, and my week has



been hectic. I have been working really long hours on my projects, and working out every day as
well. I had to take care of the house (my partner broke his hand) and I was also helping a friend
move houses. To add even more to the chaos, I was also coaching clients. What a busy agenda!
Here’s how I worked through this conundrum. I knew that if I went for this cup of coffee (which is
not a bad thing if you enjoy it occasionally, as a treat) I would get an energy crash after a few
hours and feel even more tired in the afternoon. As a result, I’d probably skip the gym. You see,
these things have happened in the past, so I was familiar with what the results would be.
Despite this struggle, I took my own advice.I first hydrated myself with a few glasses of filtered
water with lemon juice (lemons are actually alkaline-forming, more on that later), then I stretched
my body, breathed and finally decided on a massive alkaline green smoothie followed by a
healthy, balanced breakfast (I don’t live entirely on smoothies and I don’t recommend you do, it’s
all about balance). I felt like my optimal energy levels were back. I was focused, working, and
happy. I call this being “fully on track” and enjoying it.There are going to be plenty of battles when
your emotions will be telling you to do something you know is not healthy, and you will probably
succumb to those temptations more than a few times. Just remember, failure also leads to
success. It’s up to you if you want to use the results of your battles – both wins and losses - as an
asset and learn something from them.If you are healthy and balanced, you can still enjoy an
occasional glass of wine or a cup of coffee or tea (make sure it’s organic, fair trade). Should you
choose a cup of coffee, add some almond milk to keep it more alkaline, as coffee is
acidic.However, this should be a treat that you choose, not a habit… You are in control of your
health; don’t let unhealthy choices control you.In my experience, the healthier and more alkaline
you go, the less temptations you will experience. A body that is well-fed with nutrients its needs
to maintain its pH almost effortlessly that does not lack nutrients feels at peace.Thus, it does not
bother you when your mind screams, “I am hungry! Get a take away kebab or pizza!,” or, “I need
more energy. Get me a big creamy coffee.” If your body is not balanced, it lacks energy and
nutrients. This leads to cravings for more sugar, caffeine, processed foods, you name it!If you
take care of your nutrition and lifestyle in a holistic way, you will not have as many of these
craving and you will be able to say, “no” to those poor choices. The good news? You don’t have
to aim for 100% perfection. 70-80% will do.This book is designed as an Alkaline Wellness Guide
for those who are interested in:the alkaline dietnaturopathycommencing the journey towards a
healthy lifestylewellness and fitnessincreasing their energy levels to restore balance and zest for
lifesmoothies and juicesherbs and herbal teasI also invite those who are following:A gluten free
dietA vegan/ vegetarian dietThe Paleo dietA simple, “mixed” Clean Food diet and other
nutritional lifestyles.The teachings in this book will be compatible with your nutritional choices
and patterns (including dairy free and gluten free).I understand that there are many nutritional
ways and beliefs, but the most important thing is to find what works for you. I found my wellness
success in the Alkaline Diet and Lifestyle. Now, my mission is to share my journey with you. This
is why I feel so passionate about sharing my recipes, tips and personal experiences to help you
create a healthier version of yourself with the Alkaline Lifestyle.Take what you like from this book



and reject the rest. I am not telling you what to do - I am telling you what I do.My belief is that
everyone can benefit from adding more alkaline foods and drinks to their everyday routine. This
is something that can be combined with your other diets and nutritional patterns.“There is only
one disease - the constant over-acidification of the body.” – Dr. Robert O.
YoungIMPORTANT:This is not a diet plan or a detailed detox program. I believe that these need
to be designed specifically for each person.The balanced Alkaline Diet uses the “80/20 Rule”. It
means that you should stick to 80% of alkaline foods and 20% acidic foods (the food must be
unprocessed). If you are already healthy and balanced, you can occasionally make it 70%
alkaline and 30% acidic.Alkaline smoothies made of organic alkaline fruit (containing less sugar)
and vegetables are the best and the fastest way to get on a healthy track and as a result you can
also lose weight naturally. It’s all about helping your body maintain your optimal pH level. There is
no calorie counting on the Alkaline Diet (thankfully!) and supplements are optional.The Alkaline
Diet has recently gotten popular thanks to the “new biology” research of Doctor Robert O. Young
(I highly recommend you check out his books). Additionally, celebrities and actors including
Victoria Beckham and celebrity public speakers like Tony Robbins follow the Alkaline Diet.
However, it has been around for decades! It could be easily re-branded to a “Common-Sense
Diet” and you are just about to find out why. One more thing- this is not some “pseudoscience” as
some skeptics might think. I will also tell you why.Naturopathy is very popular in Spain,
especially in Barcelona where I happen to spend lots of time, because of my partner.There are
plenty of schools, naturopathy centers and famous naturopathic doctors. It’s thanks to this
amazing city that I decided to study natural therapies (thanks Spain!).My research led me back
to the 70s, where many local alternative health practitioners recommended alkaline juice and
other alkaline drinks including smoothies made of veggies and fruits low in sugar to treat various
conditions of the digestive track as well as skin problems, impotence and even anxiety.I have
read and researched in Polish and German and again I bumped into the same naturopathic
formulas, using the ingredients that we will be using in this book. They did not always call it the
Alkaline Diet back then, but they knew that certain foods can increase or decrease our energy
levels.I suppose that you are reading this book as you have been neglecting your diet for a long
time and your body really needs huge amounts of alkalinity.Maybe you spent the last weekend
partying at your best friend’s wedding and your body still feels a bit “not there”. Maybe you went
on vacation and indulged in foods that were unhealthy.Maybe you were visiting family or friends
who have a more “traditional” (meat and potatoes) view of nutrition and you stuffed yourself with
all kinds of meats, plenty of desserts and possibly processed foods. Maybe you had a really
stressful week at work, and now it’s your weekend or time off and you want to create more health
and want to heal from the inside out with a myriad of alkaline smoothies?Or maybe you are a
health nut and are always looking for more solutions and recipes? No matter which category you
belong to, I welcome you all. This is going to be a really exciting journey.IntroductionDear
Reader,Thank you so much for taking an interest in my book!The purpose of this book is to
share with you just how easy it is to keep yourself nicely energized with the aid of alkaline drinks,



smoothies and juices. There is no need to drink gallons of coffee or energy drinks. These only
make your body more acidic, therefore even more tired and prone to all kinds of illnesses.One of
the biggest challenges that people of the 21st century are facing is low energy levels.This
comes as an unpleasant package - one negative condition or reaction leads to another, into a
cycle of negativity and unhealthiness in the mind and body. This can include weight gain, lack of
focus, irritability, headaches, insomnia, and more.So how did I discover the world of Alkaline
Drinks?I am a holistic wellness author & coach fascinated with the Alkaline Diet.I inspire
personal and professional transformations through a holistic lifestyle. Originally, I worked as a
massage therapist. Many of my clients would ask me about diets and what they can specifically
eat to feel more energized on a daily basis. This is how I got started on wellness coaching.A
healthy lifestyle will lead to a happier and better life. Even if you have a lucrative career, but you
find it hard to crawl out of bed every morning, how can you enjoy your life? If you have little
energy and feel unhealthy, you will not feel as motivated to socialize and start new relationships.
Pursuing new careers or travels, and running a business seems like something impossible.
Health is wealth and wealth is health. More importantly, health is LIFE. A life you can live to the
fullest.Start right here and right now. You deserve it. You deserve to be in charge. Think as an
investor, not a consumer. On a daily basis, you will need to make simple, healthy choices. As an
investor, you select what suits you and your overall health, and you will reap the rewards for
years to come. This is a general health and wellness message that I try to convey through all my
books.The good news? You don’t have to be perfect. It’s not about perfection, guilt-trips or
torturing yourself with fad diets or unrealistic cleanses. It’s all about adding. Adding what?
Adding more natural, alkaline foods and drinks into your diet. The book you are reading right now
will help you with simple yet effective recipes and tips. You are in good hands!Health forms part
of personal development and this is a never-ending journey, but I am committed to it, and since
you are reading this book, I am 100% sure that you will be committed to it as well. See it as a
journey and try to do the best you can, but at the same time, don’t follow perfection.This morning
was pretty rainy and cold. My first temptation was to crawl out of bed and to indulge in coffee or
super strong black tea. Oh and some sugar. There was an internal struggle in my mind!Instead, I
CHOSE to take my energy levels into consideration. Truthfully, I felt a bit tired, and my week has
been hectic. I have been working really long hours on my projects, and working out every day as
well. I had to take care of the house (my partner broke his hand) and I was also helping a friend
move houses. To add even more to the chaos, I was also coaching clients. What a busy agenda!
Here’s how I worked through this conundrum. I knew that if I went for this cup of coffee (which is
not a bad thing if you enjoy it occasionally, as a treat) I would get an energy crash after a few
hours and feel even more tired in the afternoon. As a result, I’d probably skip the gym. You see,
these things have happened in the past, so I was familiar with what the results would be.
Despite this struggle, I took my own advice.I first hydrated myself with a few glasses of filtered
water with lemon juice (lemons are actually alkaline-forming, more on that later), then I stretched
my body, breathed and finally decided on a massive alkaline green smoothie followed by a



healthy, balanced breakfast (I don’t live entirely on smoothies and I don’t recommend you do, it’s
all about balance). I felt like my optimal energy levels were back. I was focused, working, and
happy. I call this being “fully on track” and enjoying it.There are going to be plenty of battles when
your emotions will be telling you to do something you know is not healthy, and you will probably
succumb to those temptations more than a few times. Just remember, failure also leads to
success. It’s up to you if you want to use the results of your battles – both wins and losses - as an
asset and learn something from them.If you are healthy and balanced, you can still enjoy an
occasional glass of wine or a cup of coffee or tea (make sure it’s organic, fair trade). Should you
choose a cup of coffee, add some almond milk to keep it more alkaline, as coffee is
acidic.However, this should be a treat that you choose, not a habit… You are in control of your
health; don’t let unhealthy choices control you.In my experience, the healthier and more alkaline
you go, the less temptations you will experience. A body that is well-fed with nutrients its needs
to maintain its pH almost effortlessly that does not lack nutrients feels at peace.Thus, it does not
bother you when your mind screams, “I am hungry! Get a take away kebab or pizza!,” or, “I need
more energy. Get me a big creamy coffee.” If your body is not balanced, it lacks energy and
nutrients. This leads to cravings for more sugar, caffeine, processed foods, you name it!If you
take care of your nutrition and lifestyle in a holistic way, you will not have as many of these
craving and you will be able to say, “no” to those poor choices. The good news? You don’t have
to aim for 100% perfection. 70-80% will do.This book is designed as an Alkaline Wellness Guide
for those who are interested in:the alkaline dietnaturopathycommencing the journey towards a
healthy lifestylewellness and fitnessincreasing their energy levels to restore balance and zest for
lifesmoothies and juicesherbs and herbal teasI also invite those who are following:A gluten free
dietA vegan/ vegetarian dietThe Paleo dietA simple, “mixed” Clean Food diet and other
nutritional lifestyles.The teachings in this book will be compatible with your nutritional choices
and patterns (including dairy free and gluten free).I understand that there are many nutritional
ways and beliefs, but the most important thing is to find what works for you. I found my wellness
success in the Alkaline Diet and Lifestyle. Now, my mission is to share my journey with you. This
is why I feel so passionate about sharing my recipes, tips and personal experiences to help you
create a healthier version of yourself with the Alkaline Lifestyle.Take what you like from this book
and reject the rest. I am not telling you what to do - I am telling you what I do.My belief is that
everyone can benefit from adding more alkaline foods and drinks to their everyday routine. This
is something that can be combined with your other diets and nutritional patterns.“There is only
one disease - the constant over-acidification of the body.” – Dr. Robert O.
YoungIMPORTANT:This is not a diet plan or a detailed detox program. I believe that these need
to be designed specifically for each person.The balanced Alkaline Diet uses the “80/20 Rule”. It
means that you should stick to 80% of alkaline foods and 20% acidic foods (the food must be
unprocessed). If you are already healthy and balanced, you can occasionally make it 70%
alkaline and 30% acidic.Alkaline smoothies made of organic alkaline fruit (containing less sugar)
and vegetables are the best and the fastest way to get on a healthy track and as a result you can



also lose weight naturally. It’s all about helping your body maintain your optimal pH level. There is
no calorie counting on the Alkaline Diet (thankfully!) and supplements are optional.The Alkaline
Diet has recently gotten popular thanks to the “new biology” research of Doctor Robert O. Young
(I highly recommend you check out his books). Additionally, celebrities and actors including
Victoria Beckham and celebrity public speakers like Tony Robbins follow the Alkaline Diet.
However, it has been around for decades! It could be easily re-branded to a “Common-Sense
Diet” and you are just about to find out why. One more thing- this is not some “pseudoscience” as
some skeptics might think. I will also tell you why.Naturopathy is very popular in Spain,
especially in Barcelona where I happen to spend lots of time, because of my partner.There are
plenty of schools, naturopathy centers and famous naturopathic doctors. It’s thanks to this
amazing city that I decided to study natural therapies (thanks Spain!).My research led me back
to the 70s, where many local alternative health practitioners recommended alkaline juice and
other alkaline drinks including smoothies made of veggies and fruits low in sugar to treat various
conditions of the digestive track as well as skin problems, impotence and even anxiety.I have
read and researched in Polish and German and again I bumped into the same naturopathic
formulas, using the ingredients that we will be using in this book. They did not always call it the
Alkaline Diet back then, but they knew that certain foods can increase or decrease our energy
levels.I suppose that you are reading this book as you have been neglecting your diet for a long
time and your body really needs huge amounts of alkalinity.Maybe you spent the last weekend
partying at your best friend’s wedding and your body still feels a bit “not there”. Maybe you went
on vacation and indulged in foods that were unhealthy.Maybe you were visiting family or friends
who have a more “traditional” (meat and potatoes) view of nutrition and you stuffed yourself with
all kinds of meats, plenty of desserts and possibly processed foods. Maybe you had a really
stressful week at work, and now it’s your weekend or time off and you want to create more health
and want to heal from the inside out with a myriad of alkaline smoothies?Or maybe you are a
health nut and are always looking for more solutions and recipes? No matter which category you
belong to, I welcome you all. This is going to be a really exciting journey.The Alkaline Diet- The
Common-Sense ApproachThe alkaline diet is a lifestyle that encourages you to give your body
the nourishment it needs so that it can work for you at its optimal levels without feeling too
exhausted or too acidic. Too much acidity in the body is leading to depression, sickness, and
obesity.Dr. Robert O' Young, Director of Research at the pH Miracle Living Center, says that your
fat may be protecting your very life against the acidity in your body. He goes on to make this bold
statement.“There is only one disease: The Constant Acidification of the Body.”What this means
is that every disease, including excess weight, is because of a body that is too acidic. These
things can make your body too acidic: processed foods, sugar, foods containing gluten and
yeast, too much meat and animal products, stress, alcohol, tobacco, drugs, caffeine, and
pollution.Important note for beginners: When I say “acidic” or “acid-forming”, I don’t refer to foods
that taste acidic. It’s all about the effect that foods have in the body after they have been
digested, not before.While I am not saying that the alkaline diet is a magical cure for everything,



it certainly gives us natural healing tools. . I am not talking about overpriced superfoods from
overseas that are difficult to find and to pronounce. The simplest methods are always the best
and you will be surprised by how healthy you will feel by adding more everyday healing, alkaline
foods in form of alkaline drinks into your diet (even if you don’t follow a strict alkaline diet - there
is no reason to go to the extreme - balance is the key to success).If you attend the root cause of
the problem, by implementing a lifestyle rich in alkaline forming foods, it will naturally take care of
what plagues you.Here are a few simple guidelines that will help you transition towards a
healthy, alkaline lifestyle. These are compatible with different nutritional lifestyles (Paleo, Gluten
Free, Vegetarian, Vegan) and it’s totally up to you what you choose to focus on:1) Eliminate
processed foods from your diet and say “no” to colas and sodas - there are so many additives
and preservatives in these foods. They have been known to create hormone imbalances, make
you tired, and add to acidity in your body. It’s just not natural for humans to consume those
conveniently processed foods. The label may even say “low in calories or low in fat”- it will not
help you in your long term weight loss or health efforts. In order to start losing weight naturally,
your body needs foods that are jam-packed with nutrients. Real foods. Living foods. This, in turn,
will help your body maintain its optimal pH (7.365) almost effortlessly.2) Add more raw foods
into your diet- especially lots of vegetables and leafy greens as well as fruits that are naturally
low in sugar (for example, limes, lemons, grapefruits, avocados, tomatoes, and pomegranates
are alkaline forming fruits).3) Reduce animal products – when and if you decide to consume
them, make sure you choose organic meats and eggs, fresh fish, and always serve it with plenty
of alkaline foods (for example salad or vegetables). Vegetables should comprise about 3
quarters of your plate.4) Drink plenty of clean, filtered water, preferably alkaline water or fruit-
infused water.5) Add more vegetable juices into your diet- these are a great way to give your
body more nutrients and alkalinity that will result in more energy, less inflammation and, if
desired- natural weight loss. Vegetable juices are the best shots of health!6) Reduce/eliminate
processed grains, “crappy carbs” as well as yeast (very acid-forming). Personally, I recommend
quinoa instead (it’s naturally gluten-free), amaranth (very nutritious), brown rice, or soba noodles
(it’s made from buckwheat and naturally gluten-free). You can also use gluten-free wraps or
make your own bread (there are so many vegan and paleo bread recipes out there, you can pick
and choose).7) Reduce/eliminate caffeine- trust me - it will only make you feel sick and tired in
the long run, and can even lead to adrenal exhaustion (not the best condition to end up in - I
have been there). It may seem a bit drastic at first, and yes, I know what you’re thinking- there
are so many articles out there praising benefits of caffeine and coffee.Yes, I am sure there are,
as many people build their business around coffee. This is why there must be something out
there that promotes it. At the same time, I agree that everything is good for you in moderation. As
long as you have a healthy foundation, you can have coffee as a treat (I do drink coffee
occasionally). There is no reason to be too strict on yourself. But…don’t rely on caffeine as your
main source of energy. Green tea may be helpful too as a transition, but green tea is not caffeine-
free either so don’t overdo it.On the other side of spectrum - green tea is rich in antioxidants and



a great part of a balanced diet, so it’s not that you have to get paranoid about all kinds of
caffeine. Moderation is the key. Try to observe your body.Personally, I have noticed that quitting
my coffee habits (I used to have 2-3 coffees a day) and replacing coffee with natural herbal teas
and infusions have really made my energy levels skyrocket. Now I sleep better, and I get up
feeling nice and fresh.I don’t need caffeine to keep me awake. I no longer suffer from tension
headaches and I feel calmer. Yes, I do have a cup of coffee as a treat sometimes, usually when I
meet with a friend, but I no longer depend on it. I choose it; it doesn’t choose me. Think about
this and how you can apply this simple tip to your life to achieve total wellbeing. Coffee and
caffeine in general is extremely acid-forming.8) Replace cow’s milk with almond milk, coconut
milk or any other vegan milk (for example quinoa milk) that works well for you. Cow’s milk is
extremely acid forming and personally, I don’t think it makes sense for humans to drink milk that
is naturally designed for fattening baby calves not humans. Actually, quitting dairy was one of the
best things I have done for myself. I have noticed that even very little milk would cause digestive
problems and it was really easy to fix-I quit drinking milk. This is what all vegans and paleo diet
followers say - dairy-free lifestyle is amazing!9) Don’t fear good fats- coconut oil, olive oil,
avocado oil etc. are good for you and should replace processed margarines, and artery-clogging
trans-fats.Also…Use stevia instead of processed sugar (stevia is sweet but sugar-free) and
Himalayan salt instead of regular salt (Himalayan salt contain some amounts of calcium, iron,
potassium and magnesium plus it also contains lower amounts of sodium than regular salt.)Add
more spices and herbs into your diet- not only do they make your dishes taste amazing but they
also have anti-inflammatory properties and help you detoxify (cilantro, turmeric, and cinnamon
are miraculous).As you can see, the alkaline diet is a pretty common-sense clean diet. Nothing
is exaggerated. Nothing is too strict. Nothing is too faddish. Eat more living foods and avoid
processed foods. Try to eat more vegan/vegetarian (even if you are not 100% vegan).Add
regular relaxation techniques to the alkaline diet (including yoga, meditation), time spent in
nature, adequate sleep and physical activity (we need to sweat out those toxins) and you have a
prescription for health. It’s strange to me that there are so many people putting the alkaline diet
down, however, the general guidelines I have mentioned above are common sense for a healthy
lifestyle and I am sure your doctor would agree with it (more natural foods, less process crap,
more relaxation, less stress).This is the gist of the alkaline diet lifestyle. This is what will make
you feel nice and rejuvenated and achieve your ideal weight. The problem is that some people
are not willing to take those small common-sense steps and are looking for a “secret formula”
something that will magically help them with no effort at all. I am not judging- I have been guilty
of it as well. We all have!I always say that I am very open-minded when it comes to different
diets. I never claim that what I do is the only path to wellness and health. I prefer to provide you
with information and inspiration so that you can create your own way and choose what works for
you.Everyone is different. What I teach is based on the alkaline way of living I learned from
Doctor Young. However, my alkaline diet may be a bit different than yours and we can still be
doing it the right way.You need to learn to listen to your body and be good on yourself.Alkaline



Diet Crash Course- Understand the BasicsThe pH of most of our important cellular and other
fluids (like blood) is actually designed to be at pH of 7.365 (slightly alkaline).The body has an
intricate system in place to always maintain that healthy, slightly alkaline pH level – no matter
what you eat. This is an argument that many alkaline diet skeptics use and I get it. It’s 100%
true.This is not the goal of the alkaline diet. We just can’t make our blood’s pH more alkaline or
“higher.” Our body tries to work really hard for us to help us maintain our ideal pH (7.365). We
can’t have a pH of 8 or 10. If we did we would be dead. The alkaline diet is not about magically
raising your pH. It’s about helping your body do the hard work of maintaining and re-balancing
your pH for you.The entire focus of the alkaline diet is to give your body the nourishment and
healing tools it needs to MAINTAIN that optimal 7.365 pH almost effortlessly.And again, skeptics
say: “It doesn’t matter what you eat, the alkaline diet is pseudoscience”. Really? Then try to live
on processed foods, colas, sodas, alcohol and stress. Let me know how it goes in 5 years from
now. Also, ask your doctor what is better:An acidic-lifestyle (I am not talking about lemons or
tomatoes, these are actually alkaline-forming fruits), which means the following: processed
foods, stress, sedentary lifestyle, alcohol, tobacco, negative thinking, and as many unhealthy
foods as you can think of. It doesn’t matter what you eat, right?An alkaline lifestyle- clean diet,
real foods, relaxation, fresh air, positive thinking (you can be a positive realist), positive personal
development, clean water, physical activity and some occasional cheats and treats (it’s not that
you have to live on salads and smoothies and be perfect).I am sure your doctor would
recommend option number 2. It’s just common-sense.What happens if I don’t eat more alkaline?
Let me repeat:The body is really smart and it has an intricate system in place to maintain that
healthy, slightly alkaline pH level. In other words- our body tries to work really hard for us to help
us maintain our ideal pH (7.365).But…if you don’t take care of it, it will rebel. The alkaline diet is
not about magically raising your pH with some faddish supplements (there are quite a few of
them on the market and some of them do promise instant cures and actually are the so-called
“pseudoscience” and so I understand some alkaline critics here). It’s about helping your body do
the hard work of maintaining and re-balancing your pH for you. This is what I mean by saying “re-
balance your pH levels”. You help your body take care of the rest.If we fail to do so and we don’t
care about what we eat, we torture our body with an incredible stress! Yes- when the body has to
constantly work overtime to detoxify all the cells and maintain our pH it finally succumbs to
disease.Let me just name a few cases of what can happen if we constantly eat an acidic diet
(also called SAD - Standard American Diet) that is not supporting our body at all. Our body ends
up sick and tired of working overtime and may manifest one or more of the following conditions:-
constant inflammation-immune and hormone imbalance-lack of energy, mental fog-yeast and
candida overgrowth-digestive damage-weakened bones (our body is forced to pull minerals like
magnesium and calcium from our bones in order to maintain alkaline balance it needs for
constant healing processes).In summary, eating more alkaline foods helps support our body so
that it can work for us at optimal levels while eating more acidic food doesn’t help at all. The
alkaline diet is not about magically raising our pH but helping our body rebalance itself by



supporting its natural healing functions.The Alkaline Diet- The Common-Sense ApproachThe
alkaline diet is a lifestyle that encourages you to give your body the nourishment it needs so that
it can work for you at its optimal levels without feeling too exhausted or too acidic. Too much
acidity in the body is leading to depression, sickness, and obesity.Dr. Robert O' Young, Director
of Research at the pH Miracle Living Center, says that your fat may be protecting your very life
against the acidity in your body. He goes on to make this bold statement.“There is only one
disease: The Constant Acidification of the Body.”What this means is that every disease,
including excess weight, is because of a body that is too acidic. These things can make your
body too acidic: processed foods, sugar, foods containing gluten and yeast, too much meat and
animal products, stress, alcohol, tobacco, drugs, caffeine, and pollution.Important note for
beginners: When I say “acidic” or “acid-forming”, I don’t refer to foods that taste acidic. It’s all
about the effect that foods have in the body after they have been digested, not before.While I am
not saying that the alkaline diet is a magical cure for everything, it certainly gives us natural
healing tools. . I am not talking about overpriced superfoods from overseas that are difficult to
find and to pronounce. The simplest methods are always the best and you will be surprised by
how healthy you will feel by adding more everyday healing, alkaline foods in form of alkaline
drinks into your diet (even if you don’t follow a strict alkaline diet - there is no reason to go to the
extreme - balance is the key to success).If you attend the root cause of the problem, by
implementing a lifestyle rich in alkaline forming foods, it will naturally take care of what plagues
you.Here are a few simple guidelines that will help you transition towards a healthy, alkaline
lifestyle. These are compatible with different nutritional lifestyles (Paleo, Gluten Free, Vegetarian,
Vegan) and it’s totally up to you what you choose to focus on:1) Eliminate processed foods
from your diet and say “no” to colas and sodas - there are so many additives and preservatives
in these foods. They have been known to create hormone imbalances, make you tired, and add
to acidity in your body. It’s just not natural for humans to consume those conveniently processed
foods. The label may even say “low in calories or low in fat”- it will not help you in your long term
weight loss or health efforts. In order to start losing weight naturally, your body needs foods that
are jam-packed with nutrients. Real foods. Living foods. This, in turn, will help your body maintain
its optimal pH (7.365) almost effortlessly.2) Add more raw foods into your diet- especially lots of
vegetables and leafy greens as well as fruits that are naturally low in sugar (for example, limes,
lemons, grapefruits, avocados, tomatoes, and pomegranates are alkaline forming fruits).3)
Reduce animal products – when and if you decide to consume them, make sure you choose
organic meats and eggs, fresh fish, and always serve it with plenty of alkaline foods (for example
salad or vegetables). Vegetables should comprise about 3 quarters of your plate.4) Drink plenty
of clean, filtered water, preferably alkaline water or fruit-infused water.5) Add more vegetable
juices into your diet- these are a great way to give your body more nutrients and alkalinity that
will result in more energy, less inflammation and, if desired- natural weight loss. Vegetable juices
are the best shots of health!6) Reduce/eliminate processed grains, “crappy carbs” as well as
yeast (very acid-forming). Personally, I recommend quinoa instead (it’s naturally gluten-free),



amaranth (very nutritious), brown rice, or soba noodles (it’s made from buckwheat and naturally
gluten-free). You can also use gluten-free wraps or make your own bread (there are so many
vegan and paleo bread recipes out there, you can pick and choose).7) Reduce/eliminate
caffeine- trust me - it will only make you feel sick and tired in the long run, and can even lead to
adrenal exhaustion (not the best condition to end up in - I have been there). It may seem a bit
drastic at first, and yes, I know what you’re thinking- there are so many articles out there praising
benefits of caffeine and coffee.Yes, I am sure there are, as many people build their business
around coffee. This is why there must be something out there that promotes it. At the same time,
I agree that everything is good for you in moderation. As long as you have a healthy foundation,
you can have coffee as a treat (I do drink coffee occasionally). There is no reason to be too strict
on yourself. But…don’t rely on caffeine as your main source of energy. Green tea may be helpful
too as a transition, but green tea is not caffeine-free either so don’t overdo it.On the other side of
spectrum - green tea is rich in antioxidants and a great part of a balanced diet, so it’s not that
you have to get paranoid about all kinds of caffeine. Moderation is the key. Try to observe your
body.Personally, I have noticed that quitting my coffee habits (I used to have 2-3 coffees a day)
and replacing coffee with natural herbal teas and infusions have really made my energy levels
skyrocket. Now I sleep better, and I get up feeling nice and fresh.I don’t need caffeine to keep
me awake. I no longer suffer from tension headaches and I feel calmer. Yes, I do have a cup of
coffee as a treat sometimes, usually when I meet with a friend, but I no longer depend on it. I
choose it; it doesn’t choose me. Think about this and how you can apply this simple tip to your
life to achieve total wellbeing. Coffee and caffeine in general is extremely acid-forming.8)
Replace cow’s milk with almond milk, coconut milk or any other vegan milk (for example quinoa
milk) that works well for you. Cow’s milk is extremely acid forming and personally, I don’t think it
makes sense for humans to drink milk that is naturally designed for fattening baby calves not
humans. Actually, quitting dairy was one of the best things I have done for myself. I have noticed
that even very little milk would cause digestive problems and it was really easy to fix-I quit
drinking milk. This is what all vegans and paleo diet followers say - dairy-free lifestyle is amazing!
9) Don’t fear good fats- coconut oil, olive oil, avocado oil etc. are good for you and should
replace processed margarines, and artery-clogging trans-fats.Also…Use stevia instead of
processed sugar (stevia is sweet but sugar-free) and Himalayan salt instead of regular salt
(Himalayan salt contain some amounts of calcium, iron, potassium and magnesium plus it also
contains lower amounts of sodium than regular salt.)Add more spices and herbs into your diet-
not only do they make your dishes taste amazing but they also have anti-inflammatory properties
and help you detoxify (cilantro, turmeric, and cinnamon are miraculous).As you can see, the
alkaline diet is a pretty common-sense clean diet. Nothing is exaggerated. Nothing is too strict.
Nothing is too faddish. Eat more living foods and avoid processed foods. Try to eat more vegan/
vegetarian (even if you are not 100% vegan).Add regular relaxation techniques to the alkaline
diet (including yoga, meditation), time spent in nature, adequate sleep and physical activity (we
need to sweat out those toxins) and you have a prescription for health. It’s strange to me that



there are so many people putting the alkaline diet down, however, the general guidelines I have
mentioned above are common sense for a healthy lifestyle and I am sure your doctor would
agree with it (more natural foods, less process crap, more relaxation, less stress).This is the gist
of the alkaline diet lifestyle. This is what will make you feel nice and rejuvenated and achieve
your ideal weight. The problem is that some people are not willing to take those small common-
sense steps and are looking for a “secret formula” something that will magically help them with
no effort at all. I am not judging- I have been guilty of it as well. We all have!I always say that I am
very open-minded when it comes to different diets. I never claim that what I do is the only path to
wellness and health. I prefer to provide you with information and inspiration so that you can
create your own way and choose what works for you.Everyone is different. What I teach is based
on the alkaline way of living I learned from Doctor Young. However, my alkaline diet may be a bit
different than yours and we can still be doing it the right way.You need to learn to listen to your
body and be good on yourself.Alkaline Diet Crash Course- Understand the BasicsThe pH of
most of our important cellular and other fluids (like blood) is actually designed to be at pH of
7.365 (slightly alkaline).The body has an intricate system in place to always maintain that
healthy, slightly alkaline pH level – no matter what you eat. This is an argument that many
alkaline diet skeptics use and I get it. It’s 100% true.This is not the goal of the alkaline diet. We
just can’t make our blood’s pH more alkaline or “higher.” Our body tries to work really hard for us
to help us maintain our ideal pH (7.365). We can’t have a pH of 8 or 10. If we did we would be
dead. The alkaline diet is not about magically raising your pH. It’s about helping your body do the
hard work of maintaining and re-balancing your pH for you.The entire focus of the alkaline diet is
to give your body the nourishment and healing tools it needs to MAINTAIN that optimal 7.365 pH
almost effortlessly.And again, skeptics say: “It doesn’t matter what you eat, the alkaline diet is
pseudoscience”. Really? Then try to live on processed foods, colas, sodas, alcohol and stress.
Let me know how it goes in 5 years from now. Also, ask your doctor what is better:An acidic-
lifestyle (I am not talking about lemons or tomatoes, these are actually alkaline-forming fruits),
which means the following: processed foods, stress, sedentary lifestyle, alcohol, tobacco,
negative thinking, and as many unhealthy foods as you can think of. It doesn’t matter what you
eat, right?An alkaline lifestyle- clean diet, real foods, relaxation, fresh air, positive thinking (you
can be a positive realist), positive personal development, clean water, physical activity and some
occasional cheats and treats (it’s not that you have to live on salads and smoothies and be
perfect).I am sure your doctor would recommend option number 2. It’s just common-sense.What
happens if I don’t eat more alkaline?Let me repeat:The body is really smart and it has an
intricate system in place to maintain that healthy, slightly alkaline pH level. In other words- our
body tries to work really hard for us to help us maintain our ideal pH (7.365).But…if you don’t
take care of it, it will rebel. The alkaline diet is not about magically raising your pH with some
faddish supplements (there are quite a few of them on the market and some of them do promise
instant cures and actually are the so-called “pseudoscience” and so I understand some alkaline
critics here). It’s about helping your body do the hard work of maintaining and re-balancing your



pH for you. This is what I mean by saying “re-balance your pH levels”. You help your body take
care of the rest.If we fail to do so and we don’t care about what we eat, we torture our body with
an incredible stress! Yes- when the body has to constantly work overtime to detoxify all the cells
and maintain our pH it finally succumbs to disease.Let me just name a few cases of what can
happen if we constantly eat an acidic diet (also called SAD - Standard American Diet) that is not
supporting our body at all. Our body ends up sick and tired of working overtime and may
manifest one or more of the following conditions:-constant inflammation-immune and hormone
imbalance-lack of energy, mental fog-yeast and candida overgrowth-digestive damage-
weakened bones (our body is forced to pull minerals like magnesium and calcium from our
bones in order to maintain alkaline balance it needs for constant healing processes).In
summary, eating more alkaline foods helps support our body so that it can work for us at optimal
levels while eating more acidic food doesn’t help at all. The alkaline diet is not about magically
raising our pH but helping our body rebalance itself by supporting its natural healing functions.
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Nathanael Greene, “KISS. KISS - Keep it Simple, Stupid!Marta's books have, for me, all been
KISS books.I have been seriously reading about nutrition for a quarter of a century, and have
quite a library of books regarding nutrition.When I read my first book by Marta, I did so to to learn
about alkalinity. But something odd happened, I had a eureka experience.Here I have a
bookcase filled by expensive treatises about nutrition, but Marta's books really spoke to me and
motivated me.In the six months since I obtained my first book by Marta, I have been focused on
the subject of water, particularly on alkaline water.I have obtained from Amazon an extremely
informative book about water, HEALING WATERS: THE POWERFUL HEALTH BENEFITS OF
IONIZED H20, by Ben Johnson, MD.I noticed from Marta's first book that Marta repeatedly
references a Dr. Robert O. Young. So I checked Robert O. Young on Amazon, and learned that
Dr. Young has written a very important book about alkalinity, THE PH MIRACLE: BALANCE
YOUR DIET, RECLAIM YOUR HEALTH. If you purchase this book, be sure to purchase its
second edition (a paperback), which has more than 100 additional pages than the first
edition.Dr. Young's book contains a vast amount of additional information on alkalinity, but it
hasn't replaced Marta's KISS books, which serve as easy, common-sense blueprints.All this
brings me to Marta's ALKALINE DRINKS.There are two major goals involved in proper
hydration: Goal # 1: To eliminate contaminated content of poor quality water (e.g., municipal tap
water), with filtered or distilled water. Goal # 2 is to incorporate alkaline water into one's
diet.Achieving Goal # 1 is only HALF the battle, which can be achieved by use of filtered or
distilled water. The second HALF of the battle is to incorporate alkaline water into one's
diet.Filtered water can be obtained by purchasing a water filter from one's local hardware store -
or from Amazon. To produce alkalized water,one has to ionize distilled or filtered water with
ELECTROLYTES,by means of a "water ionizer" device for use at home, but discovered that they
are extremely expensive, thousands of dollars.Alkaline water must be obtained from a grocery
store, or one can purchase liquid electrolytes from Amazon, and add drops to distilled water..So,
since I cannot afford to obtain a "water ionizer," I decided that a practical solution is to obtain a
"juicer" and juice most of my veggies. Veggies are largely water, and if organic, veggie water is
alkaline. Hence, I need a new KISS book from Marta, and the one I chose is ALKALINE
DRINKS.Another major reason why I chose a juicer approach is that my goal, as advocated by
experts, is that an alkaline diet should primarily consist of RAW foods, with a focus on green
vegetables. No cooking - cooking destroys electrolytes, which are the basis for alkalinity So,
RAW foods; so, juicer.Cooking with electrolytes can kill the electrolytes,plus, RAW is more
nutritious.My new juicer is arriving from Amazon today.POSTSCRIPT:I have received my juicer,
and when I looked at Marta's book last night , I particularly noticed how any of the recipes
involved boiling water, which I now understand kills the ELECTROLYTES and enzymes which I
now understand are the key ingredients in making IONIZED or alkaline.water I don't boil my
alkaline water anymore. I just let it sit at room temperature and 'INFUSE itself.Marta's book did



remind me of all of the novel cooking ingredients I have discovered from Marta's book to make
innovative new dishes., and excellent recipes and practical insights.I have discovered another
new book on IONIZED water,THE MIRACULOUS PROPERTIES OF IONIZED WATER, by Bob
McCauley.”

Julie, “Tacky Cover. I think the book is overpriced for the amount of recipes you get. I like some
of the recipes; although I would caution about calorie count on some. The book is good and if
you need a quick start to get some drink recipes, it will do. I think you could probably just search
online and find the recipes. My biggest complaint, however, is the cover. My fault for not paying
attention when I ordered, but I would never have ordered this book because of the cover. Why
does there need to be a picture of a women's butt sticking out barely covered? I found it very
distasteful and I wouldn't even want to have this book laying around on my counter. You can
comment all you want and thumbs down my review, but not all of us want to see that on our
kitchen counter. Sorry, but really tacky.Update: Ms. Tuchowska has replied to my above
feedback and is re-designing her cover and adding some more recipes. Good for her. I updated
my review for the future book without the offensive cover. It is all about being healthy and
looking good for us, we don't need to have a thong in our face for advertisement. Let's stop
objectifying women!!!”

April, “I like the drinks pretty refreshing. The drinks are pretty refreshing especially if you out
them in the fridge. I take them to work and when you work 12 hours it’s a good and fast way to
get some nutrients.”

Blackbird II, “A great introduction to Alkaline Drinks!. This book is a great introduction to alkaline
drinks! It really appeared to me at the right time! I am usually not an alcohol drinker, and I was
invited by a friend to have some glasses of wine. I felt extremely intoxicated afterwards with lots
of acid burn, and was desperate to eliminate all the toxins away fast! So I grabbed this book and
picked a juice recipe, which I ate as a cold soup. The following hours, I felt much better, and all
the acid burn was gone! I also learned many new things in this book concerning alkaline and
acidic food, which I never used to pay attention to in the past. I am really looking forward to
discover more books from Marta Tuchowska, and live the Alkaline life! The author really writes in
a very nice, warm, and friendly way!”

A Marie, “Simple Details. I truly enjoyed this book. I know most would not say enjoy when talking
about this content but I honestly did. I am and always will be a student of wellness. Forever
growing. The author writes conversationally and references nutrition or diet options. He made
me feel we were on a similar journey of learning and attaining optimal health. I highly
recommend this book for those despite where you are in this journey.”

Sue Waterworth, “Discover how to look and feel great the easy way. An interesting book that has



some great recipe ideas. I think it could do with a good edit however, especially looking at
ingredient amounts - 1 cup of coconut cream in one drink seems a bit much, and made my liver
do handstands at the idea! Also, you'll need to be rather rich to afford the big quantities of
ingredients in a drink.But all that aside, I'm prepared to do it if I'm going to look like the image on
the cover.”

Cathy Wilson, “Great Guide to Get a you Started!. Alkaline Drinks is an impressive guide that
talks about all aspects of healthy with the focus on alkaline juicing and smoothies. The author
offers lots of links and source pumping which ads credibility to this self help guide.The book is
written in an organized fashion with foods listed by food groups and recipes to follow that are
creative and easy. The only piece missing for me was the nutritional information but that's Cuz
I'm a nutrition freak! LolGreat book to get you on the path to great health. Nice job!”

Jonny, “Alkaline Drinks. Having read a few books from the author. I knew that this would be
another great work of art.The amount of knowledge inside this book is very valuable. I had heard
about the Alkaline drinks but never actually followed through for a part of my daily diet.My
favorite sections were:-The “20/80” Rule - keeping a healthy alkaline balance;-Stop the excuses
– “I thought it was healthy”-How to adjust the Alkaline Diet according to your own lifestyleWorth
the purchase. I highly endorse this book.”

DK, “Good book. Very easy to read and understand, has practical suggestions and recipe
included. I surely recommend it. Learn’t some new things”

Debbie, “Four Stars. very good book trying lots of drinks very tasty”

The book by Marta Tuchowska has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 150 people have provided feedback.
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